INTERNATIONAL HANDWRITING COMPETITION 2010 – 2011

Just fancy this!
CAUS – the Centre for Humorous and Satirical Arts, in Turin, is announcing a
handwriting competition created by Raffaele Palma which is intended for all
enthusiasts of handwriting, drawing, computer graphics, puzzles and humour.
Participation in the competition is absolutely free; - there is no entry fee in order to
make it open to the largest possible public.
The examining commission, made up of professional authors, will evaluate each
work in relation to its technical and graphic difficulty, and to its contents,
distinctiveness and originality.
Each candidate can enter a maximum number of three works, created using any
technique.
The candidates must design a figure using the letters in their own name and/or
surname, or that of a famous personality, taking account of the following
inputs:
 etymological meaning
 symbolic contents
 physical attributes
 professional competence
 ethical quality
Each work must include all the letters of the name and/or surname. An attached
file with a maximum of 25 lines, in Times New Roman 14 format (or similar)
must contain a key containing a description of the work, indicating the position
of each letter ( * as shown on p.2 below).
The candidate must also enclose their own personal data and address. All personal
data received will be treated to safeguard privacy within the terms of Italian Law No.
675, of 31.12.96.
The works must be sent in electronic format only, possibly zipped, with a maximum
length of 400 Kb, to: info@caus.it, in formati JPG, GIF or TIF, within ands not after
30 November 2011.
The winners will not receive any cash prizes, but will receive a virtual recognition
and medallion, and their work will be published on the website: www.caus.it
The maximum exposure for the three works judged to be the best will be given in the
specialised media and on Internet within the first quarter of 2012. A selection of the
best works in the competition will appear permanently on the website www.caus.it.
Information: Tel. 0039 339 6057369 - info@caus.it

R = Halo and cloak of the archangel
A = Left loop in bow
F = Left wing, profile of face, robe and hand

F = Right wing, robe and hand
A =Right loop of bow
E =Drape at bottom of cloak
L =Drape at bottom of cloak
E =Drape at bottom of cloak

